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CVISION Pdf Compressor is a market leading PDF compression tool that can be licenced in a number of ways.
This guide will give you an outline of the licencing options, to help you find the right product for your needs.
Lightspeed have a lot of experience in helping their clients
choose the most cost-effective licence, so if you are unsure
of your requirements, please let us know and we will provide
a no obligation quotation.

PdfCompressor Professional
With the exception of the Unlimited licence, all products
work around a ‘per page’ charge.
All licences are available with Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) as an option.
The licences available are:
PdfCompressor PM - a fixed number of pages per month
PdfCompressor PY - a fixed number of pages per year
PdfCompressor PB - comprises a compression engine and a
rechargeable “battery” of pages.
PdfCompressor Lite - a Fixed amount of pages
PdfCompressor PM
A fixed number of pages per calendar month. The counter
resets on the 1st of each month. Once only purchase, the
only ongoing cost being annual support.
Available in sizes from 1,000 to 10 million pages per month
plus unlimited, for single and multiple core machines.
Ideal for regular jobs with constant production figures.
PdfCompressor PY
A fixed number of pages per annum. Once only purchase,
the only ongoing cost being annual support.

Leasing
Ask us about leasing options for limited Cap-Ex projects.
Available for selected products - from 6 months and up.
PdfCompressor Lite
A fixed number of pages for a one off cost.
Available in 10k, 100k, 300k, and 500k sizes.
Suitable for one-off projects or when used in conjunction
with a PM or PA licences an emergency reserve.
Support
Support comprises email and telephone support
from CVISION and also includes any new versions
and in-version upgrades of the software that CVISION make available in the duration of the contract.
Upgrades
If you have a per month, per annum or fixed licence, you can
upgrade your licence as long as support is current.
Upgrading is simple, the only cost being the different in cost
of the original licence and the new one.
Delivery
Delivery of the software is via download - a download link
will be emailed to you upon completion of the order. An activation code is sent to you with the order, which will install
the appropriate licence as the software is installed.

Available in sizes of 60,000 to 60 Million pages.
Also available is an additional engine to enable sharing of
pages across additional machines
More flexible than a PPM licence and with Kofax support
built in.
PdfCompressor PB
Purchase the compression engine and then a battery of pages to suit your needs. The pages have no expiration date, so
you can buy a large battery and use it for years to come.
Available in sizes from 1 million to 50 million pages.
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